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All of us are experiencing some ups and downs during this turbulent pandemic. It so happens that our
latest newsletter includes updates on how GCI has helped clients with the occurrence of embankment slips
(slipping down) and the growing use of post-tensioned construction (rising up). Please read on for more
information.
Despite the serious restrictions necessary to combat COVID-19, GCI continues to
serve our clients while essential design and construction work continues. We are fully
committed to maintaining safe and healthy work environments for our employees,
clients, and families, and to maintaining momentum on your projects.
Stay safe and be well,
Bruce Savage
GCI President

Repairing Embankment Slip Failures
Hocking Hills has some of Ohio’s most spectacular geologic features
including cliffs, waterfalls, rock formations, and caves. The region
is within the unglaciated portion of the Allegheny Plateau stretching
across southeastern Ohio and bordering states. The underlying
geologic rock and soil that weathered away to form the breathtaking
natural wonders of Hocking Hills, also predispose the region to
embankment failures under certain weather conditions.

Extreme rainfall led to slips

Extreme rain events in 2018 and 2019 coupled with several years
of much greater than normal rainfall resulted in hundreds of slips
occurring throughout the region. When a slip occurs within a steep
embankment along a roadway, the failure often encroaches into the
road, resulting in road closure. A federal state of emergency was
declared in 2018 for 22 counties and 2019 for 21 counties to provide
disaster assistance funding for infrastructure repairs.
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A new slip has developed adjacent to
the retaining wall of a previously repaired
slip. Extremely wet weather saturated the
embankment soils, resulting in land slip
conditions.

Underlying geology increases risk

The slips occur where subgrades consist of clays over weathered bedrock. The clays consist of colluvial soils
(soils that have been deposited along hillsides by slow downward creep due to gravity) over residual soils
(soils formed in place by rock completely weathering to a soil consistency). Hence given the nature of the
colluvial soils, these regions have a predisposed weakness to soil movement.
Because the extremely wet weather conditions saturated the
embankment soils, the increased soil weight and coupled with
reduced soil shear strengths resulted in land slip conditions.

Repairing and rebuilding

Slip repairs typically include removal and replacement of the
slip soils with structural fill or some form of a retaining wall. For
the slip repair process, GCI assesses subsurface conditions,
performs engineering analyses to determine the extent of the
slip, performs calculations to determine the most appropriate
fix for the slip, and provides a design for the retaining wall.
Slip repair consisted of soldier piles placed within concrete
caissons embedded into rock. Concrete is then placed
below the panels extending to the top of rock.

Preparing for risks amplified by extreme weather

Ohio is getting a lot more rain than it used to and more intense
downpours, according to Aaron Wilson, PhD, Atmospheric
Scientist at The Ohio State University. Ohio receives 10 percent more rain per year, on average, than we did in
the 20th century. But the problem is that the bulk of Ohio’s rain is now falling in intense rain events, followed
by an increase in consecutive dry days, Wilson said.
Because weather patterns have changed, risk profiles for many types of subsurface conditions have also
changed. “We can’t just take it for granted that what we did in the past will work well now and into the future,”
Wilson concluded. GCI works with property owners and developers throughout the development process to
keep client projects on solid ground.

Continued Growth of Post-Tensioned Construction
Early adopters of post-tensioned (PT) concrete construction
primarily used the approach for parking garages and high-rise
towers. But the advantages and flexibility of PT has led to an
astonishing jump in the number of applications since we wrote
about The Rise of Post-Tensioned Construction in 2017. Here’s a
quick update on where we see PT in real estate development and
construction today.

PT is moving beyond downtown

PT construction helps maximize useable space on constrained
sites, making it particularly well-suited for infill site development.
Downtown isn’t the only area with infill sites. The market demand
for housing and parking structures in inner and outer ring suburbs,
corporate settings, and university campuses has inspired the use
of PT beyond Downtown..
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PT designated a “best value” methodology

The development and construction industry recommends PT as the
best value for the investment. Although it has a higher construction
cost, certain benefits and advantages can only be achieved with PT.

PT has a steep learning curve

If you’re new to PT, understand that it’s a different construction
approach than you may be accustomed to. PT has a very fast-paced
construction cycle that requires a specialized and experienced team.
For more information about post-tensioned testing services for
your parking structures, office or apartment buildings, slabs-ongrade, bridges, sports stadiums, or water tanks, contact GCI at
614.895.1400.

The advantages of using PT
construction include:
1. Buildings can have large interior
clear-span spaces unobstructed
by vertical structural supports.
2. Irregular or random loading can
be accommodated, so each floor
in a structure can have a different
use such as parking, retail, office,
and residential with varying floor
plates.
3. Longer spans can be achieved
with less concrete and rebar
material which translates into
more useable space – especially
important on constrained infill
sites.

David A. Kalkbrenner, P.E.
DKalk@gci2000.com
Bob Hiles
BHiles@gci2000.com

Representative GCI Post-Tensioned
Projects
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•

Fifth & Forsythe, Columbus

•

The Fairfax, Upper Arlington

•

CoverMyMeds – Buildings 1 and 2, Columbus

•

Founders Park Garage, Columbus

•

Founders Park 5th Avenue, Columbus

•

Luxe 23, Columbus

•

University City Center, Columbus

•

Kilbourne Garage, Columbus

•

Parks Edge North, Columbus

•

The Danbury Senior Living, Columbus

•

Adena Regional Medical Center Garage,
Chillicothe

•

Central Ohio Primary Care D3 MOB II,
Westerville

•

Kenyon College Garage, Gambier
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GCI Adds Residential Duct Tightness Testing
GCI has expanded Building Envelope Consulting (BEC) services
to include residential duct tightness testing. This test is required
for all properties serving residential functions including single
family homes, multifamily apartments, condos, and townhouses.
The building code addressing duct and air handler system
sealing and leaks is becoming more stringent.
Code 1103.3.3 allows duct testing to be performed at either
rough-in or post-construction. GCI recommends performing
the test at rough-in to avoid having to tear out drywall if a duct
tightness test fails. For more details and to discuss testing
options for your project, contact Jack Chapin, Jr. AIA, NCARB,
BEC2 at jchapin@gci2000.com or 614.369.0577.

Ben Sershen Earns Drone Pilot’s License
Congratulations to Ben Sershen for earning his FAA Part 107
Drone Pilot’s License! This license allows Ben to fly drones
commercially, request flight waivers such as controlled
airspace waivers, night flight waivers, and beyond visual line of
sight (BVLOS) waivers. GCI’s Field Services team is developing
procedures to incorporate the use of drones and other
developing technologies into the delivery of field services,
testing, and site investigations.
Ben Sershen
Field Engineering Technician
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